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A challenge to ecologists and evolutionary biologists is predicting organismal responses to the anticipated changes to global ecosystems through climate change. Most evidence suggests that short-term global change may involve increasing occurrences of extreme events, therefore the immediate response of individuals will be determined by physiological capacities and life-history adaptations to cope with extreme environmental conditions. Here, we consider the role of hormones and maternal effects in determining the persistence of species in altered environments. Hormones, specifically steroids, are critical for patterning the behaviour and morphology of parents and their offspring. Hence, steroids have a pervasive influence on multiple aspects of the offspring phenotype over its lifespan. Stress hormones, e.g. glucocorticoids, modulate and perturb phenotypes both early in development and later into adulthood. Females exposed to abiotic stressors during reproduction may alter the phenotypes by manipulation of hormones to the embryos. Thus, hormone-mediated maternal effects, which generate phenotypic plasticity, may be one avenue for coping with global change. Variation in exposure to hormones during development influences both the propensity to disperse, which alters metapopulation dynamics, and population dynamics, by affecting either recruitment to the population or subsequent life-history characteristics of the offspring. We suggest that hormones may be an informative index to the potential for populations to adapt to changing environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Abundant evidence suggests the world’s climate is changing at an unprecedented rate [1]. Extended warm spells, prolonged drought and shifts in precipitation are among the anticipated changes to the climate, beyond the predicted rise in average temperatures. Moreover, as a consequence of disruption of temperature patterns, large-scale climatic cycles, e.g. El Niño–Southern Oscillation events, are expected to increase in frequency and duration, further exacerbating environmental change and disrupting patterns of primary productivity, perturbing the timing of reproduction, altering life-history traits and ultimately affecting population dynamics [2].

The deleterious effects on population persistence of extreme and unpredictable climatic events are likely to be enhanced by other anthropogenic changes impinging on global ecosystems, including habitat fragmentation, degradation and pollutants, e.g. polychlorinated biphenyls and other chemicals [3]. Species occupying altered environments are likely to experience multiple stressors of varying severity, frequency and duration. Of particular concern is how organisms can cope with the anticipated changes in their environment given the associated challenges imposed by other anthropogenic factors (multiple stressors), particularly because temperature and precipitation influence key life-history traits and population dynamics as well as act as selective agents. Although much attention has been focused on endothermic vertebrates, these factors are especially likely to affect ectothermic organisms, because habitat degradation either lowers the available resources or raises the energetic costs of maintenance so as to lower realized recruitment [3].

In the face of rapid environmental change, populations may persist, given sufficient time, by dispersal and shifting distributions that track their original environment [4,5]. A second compensatory response is adaptation by microevolution to new ecological conditions, e.g. thermal adaptation [6–8]. Third, individuals within a population may persist in rapidly changing environments by behavioural or physiological compensation, i.e. phenotypic plasticity [5,9–11]. Phenotypic plasticity may entail different phenomena including within-individual plasticity (i.e. acclimatization within or across years), genotype × environment interactions (i.e. the reaction norm of a trait to the
current environment) or developmental plasticity [3].
Predicting the responses of organisms to climate change is complicated by two characteristics of the expected changes to global ecosystems. Sustained warming should impose directional selection favouring adaptation to higher temperatures [9]. However, climate change also is expected to yield circumstances involving unpredictable and episodic extreme climatic events. Consequently, even temporal and spatial variation in selection is unlikely to allow species to adapt to such environmental conditions. Rather, theory suggests that populations inhabiting environments with unpredictable change should evolve a plastic strategy [12–15]. It is likely that species characterized by phenotypic flexibility (i.e. plasticity) should be more resilient to climate change [9,11]. Key questions are how can environmental cues modulate changes in the phenotype [16] and what constraints may limit the potential for plasticity to facilitate coping with changing environments [10,17].

An accumulation of studies shows that species are currently responding to a changing climate [18,19]. There is evidence of shifts in distribution, both latitudinal and elevational, for invertebrates and vertebrates [20–24] as well as changes in phenology [25]. Finally, local extinctions in lizards have been attributed to climate change [8]. Limited data are available that show rapid evolutionary adaptation to climate change [26,27]. However, based on current rates of temperature increases, the estimated selection differential necessary for species to adapt exceeds most published estimates of selection [28]. Moreover, in some taxa, selection for higher body temperature may have genetic correlations with other behaviours, e.g. basking, which may limit the response to selection [29]. Immediate strategies for coping with climate change must entail behavioural and physiological plasticity [7].

The emerging field of conservation physiology attempts to determine the physiological responses of organisms to anthropogenic changes to the environment [30]. In particular, conservation physiology integrates ecology, evolution and physiology to elucidate constraints imposed by the environment on the ability of an organism to cope with the multiple shifts in the abiotic and biotic environment. Ultimately, information on physiological capacity can be used to predict fitness and population dynamic consequences associated with climate change and the persistence of species in an altered environment [31]. Yet, the role of physiological plasticity in coping with changing environments is largely unexplored, particularly within-individual variation and developmental plasticity. In this review, we focus on the role of hormonally mediated maternal effects in shaping phenotypic plasticity as a response to rising temperatures and extreme climatic events [32]. The maternal environment can affect offspring phenotypes and fitness, for example, through variation in investment in offspring size or number [33]. However, the discovery of maternal androgens and glucocorticoids in egg yolks and intra-clutch variation of these hormones [34] indicates that the offspring phenotype can be manipulated in response to environmental conditions experienced by the female [35]. Consequently, maternal effects can be considered intergenerational phenotypic (developmental) plasticity and may be critical in coping with unpredictable environments. In this paper, we describe the organizational effects of maternal hormones, specifically the hormonal cascades of the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) and hypothalamus–pituitary–gonadal (HPG) axes (figure 1), in shaping offspring phenotypes and the resulting variation in individual strategies and effects on survival and reproduction. Hormones are a critical link between the environment and the genome. Thus, hormones may mediate the expression of phenotypic variation, generate trait integration, shape multivariate trade-offs [36] and either directly or indirectly shape phenotypic plasticity during ontogeny and later into adulthood [37]. Moreover, the hormonal cascades involved in organizational effects during development may be modulated by environmental stressors and the maternal response as given by the duration and magnitude of elevated glucocorticoids. We discuss the phenotypic and population dynamic consequences of prenatal exposure to steroid hormones resulting in context-dependent expression of traits by the offspring. Finally, we propose how hormone-mediated maternal effects may enhance rapid adaptation to changing environmental conditions.

2. ENDOCRINE INFLUENCE ON THE PHENOTYPE
(a) Organizational and activational effects of hormones
The earliest influence of hormones on the phenotype involves the critical organizational effect of steroids for the neurodevelopment and sexual differentiation of male and female behaviours [38]. Organizational effects structure the principal sex-specific behavioural repertoire, but may also influence physiological and morphological attributes in adulthood [39,40]. For example, sex steroid hormones have organizational effects during development in zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata). Indeed, oestradiol production just after hatching masculinizes the brain in young males so that as adults they can respond to the activational effect of testosterone and sing [41]. In the turtle Trachemys scripta, sex is determined by the temperature of the egg’s incubation; administration of oestradiol to eggs at a temperature that normally produces only males can overcome the effects of temperature and produce females [42].
Steroids also influence the expression of secondary sexual characteristics, i.e. activational effects, at the onset of sexual maturity when the sexes begin reproduction [38]. Activational effects also initiate changes in behaviour and physiology in adults in response to proximate factors. The role of testosterone in controlling sexual behaviour in reptiles has been demonstrated by experimental manipulations involving castration followed by exogenous testosterone, or pharmacologically lowering testosterone levels by blocking androgen receptors or inhibiting androgen synthesis [43]. Such manipulations revealed the effects of androgens in courtship and copulation behaviours [44]. Changes in behaviour or energy allocation to reproduction stimulated by steroids can be under direct selection; survival or reproductive success of males or females is associated with the temporal changes in behaviour during
maturation. However, direct selection acting on organizational events is unlikely, given that differentiation is incomplete [44]. If the same genes influence both organizational and activational events, it is possible for indirect selection to occur on organizational effects during maturation. Whereas ontogenetic processes dictate organizational effects, activational events are usually initiated in response to an environmental cue, e.g. typically photoperiod, or in some species rainfall. For example, marine toads (Bufo marinus) initiate reproductive activity during heavy rainfall [45]. Because breeding was associated with elevated corticosterone levels without a change in androgen levels, they concluded androgens played a permissive role, whereas corticosterone played an activating role in the initiation of reproductive behaviour. Activational effects result in changes in behaviour, e.g. aggression and territoriality, [46,47], nesting, morphology and physiology [48]. However, the magnitude of post-maturational response to rising steroids may be diminished or enhanced as a consequence of early exposure during pre-maturational development.

(b) Integration of environmental variation and endocrine cascades coordinates the expression of traits

Determining the response of an organism to stressors induced by climate change entails understanding the interaction between the stress response (HPA axis) and hormonal control of reproduction (HPG axis). The HPG axis regulates reproductive activities through positive (stimulation by luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)) and negative feedback (rising testosterone or oestrogen). This regulation is further mediated by the HPA axis (figure 1). Physiological mechanisms for coping with stressors are coordinated by endocrine cascades of the
Hormones and the immune system

The neuroendocrine and immune systems are now recognized as linked and involved in feedback loops [54,55]. The crosstalk between immune and endocrine systems is important to homeostasis, since the interactions can produce various appropriate adaptive responses when homeostasis is threatened by stressors [56–58]. Substantial evidence shows that mothers can transmit antibodies to their offspring [59]. Therefore, a cost of phenotypic plasticity may be a reallocation of energy from immune function to growth or maintenance functions that reduce the risk of mortality [60]. Furthermore, to fully understand the impacts of global change on long-term population persistence, potential immunosuppressive effects of chronic and unpredictable stressors must be taken into account.

Corticosterone is known to induce immunosuppression [61,62] by inhibiting the differentiation of circulating monocytes into tissue-dwelling macrophages, and inhibiting macrophage production as well as depressing T-cell proliferation [63]. Recent studies have documented that females increase the levels of steroid hormones in the yolks of their eggs in response to stressors. An obvious question is how does raising glucocorticoids alter the immune response of their offspring? Increasing corticosterone in the eggs of yellow-legged gulls (Larus michahellis) depressed T-cell but not humoral immunity in hatchlings [64]. This reduction in chick T-cell-mediated immunity following egg corticosterone treatment is consistent with a large body of literature showing similar effects in adult vertebrates [65].

The stress-induced suppression of immune function may also be evolutionarily adaptive because immunosuppression may conserve energy that is required to deal with immediate demands imposed by the stressors. Indeed, immunological defences against pathogens may compete for a host’s resources that are required for other energetically demanding processes, including maintenance, growth and reproduction [66–68]. Moreover, there is no doubt that glucocorticoids are powerful regulators of immune function, but their immunosuppressive effects are known from in vitro studies on immune cells or using pharmacological doses [69]; these in vitro effects do not represent the complexity of glucocorticoid actions observed in vivo [57,70]. Corticosterone administration has been reported to either increase or have no effect on antibody production depending on specific conditions [71–73]. Past studies have shown that corticosterone exhibits a bi-directional effect on immune function, such that acute elevated corticosterone levels may be immune enhancing, whereas chronically elevated levels may be immunosuppressive [70].

Corticosterone and testosterone can also exert an interactive effect on immunity [73]. Manipulation of both hormones in zebra finches resulted in no effect of corticosterone on cell-mediated immunity. In contrast, there was a significant, positive relationship between the plasma levels of testosterone and corticosterone and the birds’ secondary antibody response to diphtheria [73]. In bank voles, Myodes glareolus, there is evidence of a genetic tradeoff between immune response and testosterone level [74]. Selection for high immune response resulted in indirect selection for low testosterone levels both in the laboratory and under semi-natural field conditions.

3. HORMONES AND POTENTIAL RESPONSES TO GLOBAL CHANGE

Global changes are expected to induce a myriad of profound environmental perturbations. These include variation in abiotic factors, such as increased extremes of weather, as well as biotic factors, including increased competition with new species contacted through changed geographical distribution, exposure to invasive species introduced by humans and changes in predator density. Furthermore, species are likely to become exposed to new pathogens either from contact with invasive species or by expanding their distributional ranges [75]. As a consequence, faced with a myriad of novel environmental changes arising from human activities, individuals and populations are confronted with novel selective pressures and stressors that require responses on a facultative basis and are disruptive to the predictable life cycle [76]. The effects of the global change may also range across scales from cells to populations. Indeed, the endocrine system is the major link with the nervous system, between the environment and the morphological, physiological and behavioural responses (figure 2) [37,77].

Hormonal cascades that affect major components of fitness among individuals and consequently population dynamics may facilitate population persistence in the face of climate change.

(a) Hormone correlates with climate

In the song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), Wingfield [78] presented an example of an environmental perturbation that was directly linked with increased plasma
corticosterone levels. He observed that a late spring snowstorm led to markedly increased plasma corticosterone levels along with decreased oestradiol levels in females [78]. More importantly, while corticosterone levels returned to pre-storm levels within a week and a half, plasma oestradiol remained depressed for considerably longer. In ensuing years, several studies confirmed that corticosterone levels often increase in birds in response to inclement weather [79,80]. However, the stress response may be limited in species that routinely encounter extreme climates, such as species breeding in high-latitude environments [81]. Birds breeding in high-arctic environments have a reduced stress response compared with the same species breeding in the lower arctic, thus affording some measure of protection from environmental extremes. Similarly, willow warblers (Phylloscopus trochilus) breeding in northern Sweden, where environmental conditions are more extreme, had a reduced response to stress compared with individuals breeding in southern Sweden, where conditions are milder and the breeding season longer [82,83].

Episodes of drought also trigger an endocrine response. The El Niño of 1998 resulted in a collapse of food supplies and a period of famine for Galápagos marine iguanas. Corticosterone levels increased in individuals during the El Niño, and correlated with a diminished probability of survival. However, this pattern depended on body condition [84,85]. Baseline corticosterone levels were elevated once body condition dropped below a critical threshold. The rise in corticosterone was hypothesized to be an adaptive response to starvation [84]. Their study shows the selective consequences of variation in physiology affecting survival through El Niño events via food availability. Climatic events need not be of large magnitude to induce an endocrine response. Minor changes in temperature may affect hormone levels. Wild-caught European starlings (Sturnus vulgaris) exposed to a small decrease in air temperature in the laboratory, e.g. 3°C, increased heart rate and corticosterone and induced behavioural changes, an increase in perch hopping and adjustment of feather position, consistent with a classical stress response [86].

(b) Human disturbance, invasive species, pollution and hormones

Interactions with humans can also affect the endocrine systems of species living in the wild. For example, individuals of yellow-eyed penguins (Megadyptes antipodes) appear to be sensitized to tourists. Yet, birds found in high-impact tourist areas have higher stress-induced corticosterone levels and lower reproductive success than birds at sites with limited tourist impact [87]. Chicks did not habituate as well as adults to tourist activity [88]. Expected deleterious consequences are likely to include reduced juvenile survival and recruitment at the tourist site, while the changed hormonal stress responses may ultimately have an effect on adult fitness and survival. Nevertheless, if the presence of humans is damaging for many avian species, there are a number of species that seemingly thrive in cities (e.g. house sparrows, Passer domesticus, and European starlings, S. vulgaris). Adaptation to human-dominated ecosystems may be sex-specific as shown in white-crowned sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys). Males inhabiting urban habitats had higher baseline
corticosterone than conspecifics in rural habitats; in contrast, females showed no difference across habitat [89]. In contrast, European blackbirds (**Turdus merula**) from cities exhibited a dampened corticosterone response to capture and handling [90], which could be interpreted as microevolutionary change allowing urban birds to cope with stressful environments.

Invasive species may also alter a species, response to stressors. A recent study in eastern fence lizards (**Sceloporus undulatus**) suggests that invasive species modulated the relationship between physiological and behavioural stress response of native species [91]. They found that the effect of elevated corticosterone on behaviour differed for lizards living from sites with fire ants versus those sites without the ants. Marine iguanas (**Amblyrhynchus cristatus**) on islands in Galápagos without predators compared with individuals with novel predators displayed different behavioural and corticosterone (stress) responses to novel predators [92]. Experiments involving novel predators resulted in longer flight initiation distances and higher corticosterone response only in iguanas inhabiting islands with feral cats and dogs.

Moreover, anthropogenic chemicals, e.g. pollutants, are increasingly released into the environment. In 2001, the tanker Jessica ran aground and released fuel oil and bunker oil. Marine Iguanas exposed to low-level oil contamination of their food showed a strong stress response [93]. After the spill, contaminated iguanas had elevated corticosterone levels. Critically, these elevated corticosterone levels in the oiled iguanas predicted mortality.

Another group of chemical pollutants, known as endocrine disrupters, mimic the action of hormones. Recently, one endocrine disruptor that has received a large amount of attention is 17α-ethinylestradiol (EE2). EE2 is a synthetic oestrogen that is one of the major components of oral contraceptives, which presents a high resistance to degradation in the human body and consequently can pass into the environment through domestic wastewater [94]. High concentrations of EE2 have been found in wastewater effluent and rivers [95,96]. It has been determined in gulf pipefish (**Syngnathus scovelli**) [97] and three-spined stickleback (**Gasterosteus aculeatus**) [98] that even low levels of exposure to the endocrine disruptor EE2 are sufficient to disrupt mating dynamics. More precisely, in gulf pipefish, males exposed to EE2 become more female-like with development of secondary sexual traits that normally appear only in females and consequently decrease male-mating opportunities, potentially impacting their reproductive fitness. Similarly, exposure to environmental oestrogens in reptiles induces sex reversal and a number of abnormalities in characteristics that are usually sexually dimorphic [99]. For example, red-eared slider turtles exposed experimentally to pesticides or their metabolites display altered sex ratios at hatching, and the males are demasculinized as demonstrated by an increased oestrogen/androgen ratio of testicular hormone synthesis [100]. American alligators (**Alligator mississippiensis**) naturally or experimentally exposed to various oestrogens or pesticides (or their metabolites) exhibit altered gonadal steroidogenesis and abnormally developed phalli [101–103].

4. HORMONAL EFFECTS ON COMPONENTS OF FITNESS

In an interesting review, Knapp [104] presents steroid hormones as ‘key molecules influencing polymorphism’. Indeed, between the secretion of steroid hormones and their effects, there are different components that interact to determine the strength of the hormonal influence. Once the hormones are synthesized and released into the blood, binding globulins can regulate hormone availability to target tissues [105]. Finally, the presence of specific receptors in the target tissue is required for a hormone to have its effects. Variability at each physiological level can explain phenotypic differences among individuals (figure 3).

It is important to understand the value of particular traits in terms of the selection pressures that act on them either directly or owing to trade-offs due to resource allocation and other factors such as environmental changes [16,37,106] and how endocrine mechanisms act as selective agents operating on phenotypic plasticity.

(a) Hormone-mediated life-history traits and trade-offs

Organizational effects of hormones (testosterone and oestrogen) have been repeatedly described as orchestrating alternative physiological and behavioural reaction patterns [107]. Hormones may mediate important trade-offs either between physiological functions, for example between the immune and reproductive systems [69,108], or between physiological and behavioural profiles [109,110]. Ketterson and co-workers demonstrated in dark-eyed juncos (**Junco hyemalis**) that experimentally enhanced testosterone increased male mating effort, as measured by song, courtship behaviour and success at obtaining extra-pair fertilizations [111,112], but also generated negative effects on parental behaviour, as measured by nestling feeding rate and nest defence, and to self-maintenance, as measured by body condition, immune function and survival [113,114]. Hence, variation in hormones can influence how energy is allocated to competing functions and constrain or limit life-history traits and trade-offs.

(b) Testosterone and fitness

Several studies have demonstrated the influence of testosterone on life-history traits. Ketterson *et al.* [115] studied the influence of testosterone in the life history of male dark-eyed juncos (**Junco hyemalis**). By manipulating testosterone, they found that high-testosterone males have higher song rates, larger territory size, are more attractive to females, and gain more extra-pair fertilizations relative to control males, although these advantages are offset by lower survival, perhaps related to lower body fat and higher plasma corticosterone. Nevertheless, the fitness of testosterone-implanted males exceeded control males, because the benefits of enhanced mating success outweighed the costs of reduced survival and parental care [116]. However, a cost of enhanced testosterone involved the progeny of testosterone-treated males, which were smaller and had lower post-fledging survival [116].
Endocrine cascades initiated by manipulating hormones other than testosterone can also modify life-history traits. A recent experiment involving the manipulation of LH and FSH revealed a suite of changes in the reproductive phenotype in male side-blotched lizards (*Uta stansburiana*). Treatment males displayed enhanced nuptial coloration, elevated levels of testosterone and increased locomotor performance [117]. In contrast, manipulation of FSH and follicle number in female side-blotched lizards illuminated the endocrine control of the trade-off between egg size and egg number [118]. FSH-manipulated females treated during vitellogenesis resulted in an increased clutch size with a concomitant decrease in egg mass [119].

(c) Glucocorticoids, performance and fitness: the corticosterone–fitness hypothesis

Studying whole-organismal performance of individuals allows the investigation of integration between multiple traits and simultaneous analysis of potential selective agents [120]. Most behaviours entail locomotion, (e.g. foraging activities, predator avoidance...
and courtship displays), therefore sprint speed or endurance is likely to have important fitness consequences [121–124]. Several studies also highlight the dependence of locomotor abilities on underlying, lower-level traits, such as morphology and physiology [125,126]. Therefore, sprint speed and endurance are ecologically relevant indices of overall performance capacity [127] and are strongly environment dependent at the species level [128]. Individual variation in sprint and endurance can be quite pronounced and may have consequences for the ability to avoid predators, or for dominance interactions among males [129].

Circumstances where an individual must escape from a predator or engage in dominance interactions are likely to be stress inducing. We may expect stress-related hormones to have an important role in shaping multiple whole-organism physiological traits. Several aspects of the action of corticosterone suggest a link between stress and physiological performance. Corticosterone is intimately involved in energy balance and homeostasis [105,108]. In particular, corticosterone facilitates the transfer of energy from storage to the bloodstream by stimulating gluconeogenesis and the generation of glucose substrates from non-carbohydrate sources, e.g. release of amino acids and mobilization of free fatty acids from muscle, fat tissue and liver [130]. However, prolonged periods of elevated corticosterone also induce the catabolism of muscle tissue, negative nitrogen balance, reproductive suppression and immunocompetence [49,105]. Thus, the benefits of elevated corticosterone may entail a cost in terms of diminished reproduction and elevated mortality [131]. This has been demonstrated in males of the dasyurid marsupial species, Phascogale calura, where high level of corticosterone suppresses the immune system and leads to higher mortality during the breeding season [132]. Indeed implantation of exogenous corticosterone stimulates activity or increases endurance in mammals [133,134], birds [135–137], lizards [131,138,139] and turtles [140]. However, corticosterone may also have contrasting effects depending on the species and on the environmental context [141–143].

Estimating levels of circulating glucocorticoid levels has become a standard method for characterizing physiological indices of individual and population condition [30]. Nevertheless, the relationship between corticosterone and fitness remains unclear; few studies have tested this relationship in the wild and results from birds and reptiles yield contradictory results [144]. Some studies have shown that elevated corticosterone may reduce fitness and survival, i.e. the corticosterone-fitness hypothesis [145], through infertility, impaired resistance to disease and inhibition of growth [49,84]. In contrast, other studies suggest that elevated corticosterone promotes adaptive advantages to the individual forming the corticosterone-adaptation hypothesis, [131,146]. Experimental manipulations of corticosterone reveal the complexity of the relationship between corticosterone and fitness. In some years, exogenous corticosterone implants may have a positive effect on total clutch mass and survivorship in females and a negative effect in others [147]. These differences could be explained by a quadratic relationship between corticosterone and fitness [146]. A reduced corticosterone level may indicate acclimatization allowing individuals to maintain good body condition and will not be sufficient to produce a stress-mediated phenotype to cope with a novel environment and consequently suffer lower survival. In contrast, high corticosterone levels induce deleterious changes such as muscle catabolism, which reduces survival. Intermediate levels of corticosterone promote an adequate response to environmental perturbations and therefore enhances survival [146]. Such a pattern was detected in the cliff swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota); individuals with low or high values for corticosterone experienced the lowest survival, whereas intermediate values corresponded with higher survival [148]. The relationship between corticosterone and fitness may also vary within a study, depending on the sex of the individual [149,150] and the measure of fitness [146,149]. The inconsistency of these results with the corticosterone-fitness hypothesis may result in part from variation in the association between corticosterone and components of fitness across life-history stages and environmental contexts [145].

**(d) Constraints, adaptation and plasticity**

Environmental stressors are likely to alter timing and magnitude of hormonal cascades. Because hormones affect multiple traits and generate trait integration, the ability of organisms to respond to selection may be limited owing to traits being linked. Alternatively, selection acting on hormonal control of traits upstream may induce shifts in hormonal cascades and lead to rapid reorganization of trade-offs among physiological and life-history traits. There is some debate regarding the roles of phenotypic plasticity and maternal effects in adapting to novel environments. Some authors consider phenotypic plasticity unlikely to enable organisms to adapt to altered environments, at least in the short term [3]. Other authors argue that the pace of environmental change exceeds the potential evolutionary response to selection, hence plasticity is likely to be a major avenue for viability of species in novel environments [9,151].

Hormonal control mechanisms regulate the expression of numerous phenotypic traits associated with fitness, including growth, body size, survival, as well as a suite of life-history traits, [38,152]. Because of the link between environmental cues and the resulting phenotype, hormones have been suggested to be critical in shaping evolution to changing environments. However, a single hormone can affect the expression of multiple traits (physiological epistasis, [44,51] or hormonal pleiotropy, [52], hence selection acting on one trait may be constrained by the underlying correlational structure with other traits. In particular, when the covariation between a trait and fitness is conditional on several traits, selection acting on a trait is correlational; the magnitude and direction of selection coefficients depend on the product of two traits. A consequence of correlational selection is the functional integration of traits [51,153]. Under correlational selection, we expect to see physiological epistasis in which several physiological pathways
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interact to affect the expression of endocrine cascades and the traits controlled by hormones.

Phenotypic integration that arises from hormone-mediated expression of correlated traits has been implied to present limited opportunity for rapid evolution in response to climate-change scenarios [52]. However, phenotypic integration does not necessarily suggest phenotypic rigidity [151]. Despite endocrine cascades displaying tight coordination, the feedback loops and interaction among hormones suggests the potential for rapid response to fluctuating environmental conditions.

Adaptive responses of environmental stressors can occur over the complete life stage of an individual or across generations via maternal effects. Depending on the age of the organism, the integration of environmental stimuli signalling challenging conditions may initiate endocrine cascades that alter the expression of phenotypic characteristics. However, the range and permanence of the induced phenotypes will depend on whether stressors occur early in ontogeny (alteration of organizational events) or after attainment of sexual maturity [107]. Both the external and maternal environment can initiate endocrine cascades that result in a shift in the phenotype.

Hormone-mediated maternal effects are likely to be critical for manipulating the phenotype of individuals early in ontogeny so as to enhance growth or survival in challenging environments. Both viviparous and oviparous species may have maternal transfer of androgens and glucocorticoids during pre-natal or peri-natal periods of development [34], whose effects may be critical in shaping the phenotype of the offspring or have trans-generational effects.

5. HORMONES AND MATERNAL EFFECTS
(a) Hormone-mediated maternal effects: testosterone
Maternal effects can be manifested through developmental responses induced by hormones. Indeed, variation in endocrine signals can also affect physiological and behavioural responses in offspring [154–156] in ways that are thought to influence their survival and reproductive success in a given environment [157]. In particular, vertebrate embryos are exposed to substantial amounts of steroid hormones from their mother. Embryos and foetuses can be exposed to stress hormones during development via the placenta in mammals and viviparous reptiles or their presence in eggs of oviparous species. Indeed, testosterone can also act via maternal effects on juvenile morphology. In the dragon lizard Ctenophorus fordi, yolk testosterone concentration was not correlated with hatching morphology or survival under natural conditions, but higher concentrations correlated with greater hatching growth rates [158]. A positive relationship between prenatal androgen exposure and postnatal growth rate has been documented previously in birds and lizards [159,160]. The similarity of response among species despite variation in life history suggests that testosterone is a powerful hormonal tool for adaptive maternal programming. In birds, the levels of steroid hormones in an egg vary both within and between clutches in relation to a range of factors such as position in the laying order, season, food availability, and have short- and long-lasting effects on offspring phenotype [161]. Zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) are a species that shows a naturally decreasing pattern of within-clutch testosterone allocation. Boncoraglio [162] experimentally elevated yolk testosterone levels in eggs 2 to 6 to the level of egg 1, and assessed fitness measures for junior offspring (eggs 2 to 6) and senior offspring (egg 1). They found that junior, but not senior, chicks in testosterone-treated broods attained poorer phenotypic quality compared with control broods. Thus, naturally decreasing within-clutch yolk testosterone allocation appears to benefit all siblings [162] (table 1).

(b) Hormone-mediated maternal effects: glucocorticoids
Maternal corticosterone levels are also a good candidate in shaping an offspring’s phenotype during development [175]. Corticosterone has been demonstrated to mediate long-term maternal effects between rodent mothers living under stressful conditions and their independent offspring. Pollard [154] demonstrated that stress effects were persistent in second-generation rats bred from females whose own mothers had been stressed during pregnancy. It is noteworthy that these effects persisted into adulthood [154]. Daughters of physically stressed mothers are less fertile and less fecund than daughters of unstressed mothers [157,176,177].

Similar variation in yolk hormonal composition has been found in other oviparous species [178,179]. Significant variation in yolk corticosterone was detected at three biological levels: intra-clutch, inter-clutch and among species. Exposure to elevated yolk glucocorticoids consistently reduced the ‘quality’ of offspring, but the effects differed between first and second broods [178]. Hatchling males in manipulated treatment from the first brood begged less and suffered higher mortality than daughters. Nestlings from sham-treated nests in the second brood were heavier. Sons from the corticosterone treatment were characterized by higher cell-mediated immune response, but fledged at a lighter mass. Intra-clutch variation of yolk corticosterone may play an adaptive role in mediating competition within broods [165,179]. By producing eggs that differ in levels of maternally derived glucocorticoids, mothers seem to produce a variety of phenotypes, perhaps as a diversified betting strategy to cope with unpredictable environmental conditions [180]. However, an increase in trait variation under stressful conditions may also be the result of increased non-adaptive developmental instability [181], or inability of mothers to precisely allocate resources equally among offspring [182].

Maternal glucocorticoid hormone transfer to offspring has traditionally been considered to be maladaptive. However, evolutionary biologists have recently suggested that prenatal stress has an adaptive function. Hormonally induced maternal effects may favour the mother or the offspring, but the outcome is context-dependent [183]. In birds, experimentally elevated plasma corticosterone in the mother significantly affected the growth rates of
increased corticosteroid concentrations in eggs are correlated with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hormone</th>
<th>animal model</th>
<th>direct and indirect fitness effect</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>increased cortisol concentrations within eggs are correlated with:</td>
<td>Atlantic salmon (<em>Salmo salar</em>)</td>
<td>reduced embryo fork length, mass and yolk sac volume and increased offspring mortality</td>
<td>Eriksen <em>et al.</em> [163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral Reef damsel fish</td>
<td>increased egg mortality; increased asymmetry of hatchlings; hatchlings had higher survival</td>
<td>Gagliano &amp; McKormick [164]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>barn swallow</td>
<td>reduced offspring growth</td>
<td>Saino <em>et al.</em> [165]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow-legged gull</td>
<td>reduced begging display, lower T-cell-mediated immunity</td>
<td>Rubolini <em>et al.</em> [64]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chicken</td>
<td>reduced growth</td>
<td>Mashaly [166]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European starling</td>
<td>increased weight at hatch and male embryonic mortality</td>
<td>Love <em>et al.</em> [167]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common gecko</td>
<td>decreased offspring number</td>
<td>Cree <em>et al.</em> [168]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese quail</td>
<td>reduced growth</td>
<td>Hayward &amp; Wingfield [169]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pied flycatcher</td>
<td>decreased number of young fledged</td>
<td>Silverin [170]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common lizard</td>
<td>reduced juvenile body size, condition and growth but increased male juvenile’s survival</td>
<td>Meylan &amp; Clobert [150]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>side-blotched lizard</td>
<td>increased total clutch mass</td>
<td>Sinervo &amp; Denardo [147]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>western garter snake</td>
<td>more stillborn offspring, higher failure; change in antipredator behaviour</td>
<td>Robert <em>et al.</em> [171]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increased testosterone concentrations in eggs are correlated with:</td>
<td>American kestrel</td>
<td>delayed hatching and reduced nestling growth and survival rates</td>
<td>Sockman &amp; Schwabl [172]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(<em>Falco sparverius</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black-headed gull</td>
<td>enhanced postnatal growth</td>
<td>Eiseng <em>et al.</em> [159]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese quail</td>
<td>suppressed early skeletal growth and mass gain</td>
<td>Hegyi &amp; Schwabl [173]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow-legged gull</td>
<td>depressed post-hatching body mass and reduced female embryonic survival</td>
<td>Rubolini <em>et al.</em> [174]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. HORMONALLY MEDIATED MATERNAL EFFECTS ON DISPERSAL AND POPULATION DYNAMICS

Hormonally mediated maternal effects particularly due to glucocorticoids result in a diversity of impacts on the offspring phenotype and its fitness. Ultimately, the pleiotropic effects of corticosterone on growth rate, body size, life history and behavioural traits has consequences for the propensity to disperse as well as recruitment to the population, which in turn influences population dynamics. Because maternal effects can generate alternative phenotypes in response to environmental fluctuations, this phenotypic change,
i.e. plasticity, may be critical for responding to rapidly changing environments [188].

(a) Dispersal

Natal dispersal is a key trait influencing the genetic and social structuring within populations, and gene flow between populations can be influenced by multiple factors [189]. Maternal hormones can be major proximate factors affecting the propensity for dispersal. In different experimental manipulations of yolk testosterone in great tits, Tschirren and co-workers [190,191] proposed that the transfer of low concentrations of yolk androgens into the eggs might play an important role in modulating the offspring’s dispersal behaviour. Birds hatched from eggs with experimentally elevated yolk testosterone concentrations dispersed over significantly longer distances. Moreover, in a previous study, these authors showed that female great tits transferred lower concentrations of yolk androgens into the eggs of nests with parasites compared with unexposed control females [192]. These two results suggest that the deposition of low concentrations of yolk androgens into the eggs of nests with parasites might thus be a female strategy to promote philopatry of parasitized offspring and thus to increase her offspring’s and thereby her own fitness. Similarly, exposure to prenatal corticosterone decreases juvenile dispersal in the common lizard, but this result depended on interactions with maternal-age or physical condition [141,185]. Juveniles from older females treated with corticosterone showed a lower propensity for dispersal; in contrast young females treated with corticosterone produced offspring with higher dispersal behaviours [141].

In spatially structured populations, the viability and dynamics of the population depend critically upon dispersal behaviour. High levels of dispersal in the copepod Calanus finmarchicus appeared to maintain a stable effective population size throughout previous episodic fluctuations in the Earth’s climate [193]. Moreover, at the population level, the phenotypic composition of recently colonized populations differs from that of older populations for traits linked with dispersal [194]. By modifying the dispersal behaviour, a mother can have a profound impact on population dynamics. An understanding of the different causes of departure might therefore shed new light on the understanding of spatially structured populations and species invasiveness in the context of global climate changes [189].

(b) Population dynamics

Hormone-mediated maternal effects are known to induce pleiotropic effects on offspring phenotypes, which may persist into adulthood as well as subsequent generations. Maternal effects on the offspring phenotype are likely to alter population dynamics as a result of variation in offspring survivorship, growth rate, body size and other life-history traits. Indeed, theory suggests that maternal effects should induce population cycles as a consequence of delayed density dependence [195]. Furthermore, maternal-age effects, which are manifested in terms of allocation of energy to reproduction and provisioning of antibodies and steroids to the progeny, generate drastic changes in cohort structure and consequently affect population dynamics [196]. This is especially likely if climate change differentially impacts on old versus young cohorts [197]. Key demographic traits, including growth rate and survival exhibited higher variability in younger cohorts, specifically juveniles and subadults, than adults, which was attributable to climatic variation (temperature and rainfall). Furthermore, population projection models found that population growth rates were most sensitive to variation in survival in younger cohorts [30].

Cyclical behaviour in population dynamics also bears the imprint of hormonal effects. At least two species of lizards (Uta stansburiana and Zootoca vivipara) have been described with cyclical changes in the frequency of adult male phenotypes. Interestingly, these cycles are ascribed to be the result of changes in male phenotypes that have behavioural traits organized by the action of testosterone [198,199]. Because organizational effects are, in part, responsible for the expression of male behavioural traits, the disruption of hormonal cascades by environmental change can potential result in chaotic population dynamics, given the link between testosterone and fitness, and the elimination of one or more morphs.

Cyclical behaviour in population density is also germane for understanding the ability of species to cope with climate change. Explanations for the population dynamics of high-latitude rodents have been largely dominated by extrinsic factors, e.g. predator–prey dynamics. However, several studies have shown a role for maternal effects and intrinsic attributes of individuals for the generation of complex population dynamics [200,201]. Maternal effects are expected to result in delayed density dependence, leading to cyclical population behaviour. Maternal life-history attributes and offspring quality varies between population peaks and troughs; peaks have females with a reduction of energy apportioned to reproduction and lightweight offspring. In contrast, at population troughs, the adults are heavier and invest more in reproduction. In addition, changes in the HPA axis with variation in density may exacerbate the trajectory of the population excursions [202].

Population cycles can be driven by differential investment in offspring by females that have morphs with different reproductive strategies [203]. In the lizard U. stansburiana females adopting an r-versus K-strategy have a fitness advantage contingent on density cycles. At low population densities, orange-throated females, that have low levels of corticosterone, produce many eggs and are favoured by selection. In contrast, at high densities, yellow-throated females, that have high levels of corticosterone, and that produce fewer, larger eggs, have a fitness advantage. Moreover, the female morphs were found to exhibit different fitness consequences with respect to immunocompetence responses associated with an increase in corticosterone (orange females had lower survivorship than yellow females) [204]. As a consequence of changing thermal conditions it is possible to imagine that given unpredictable climatic events, variation in the stress response between morphs initiates differences in rising
endocrine signals. It appears important also to study multiple hormones can interact to modify life-history traits and anticipate future problems. But because different baseline hormonal level and fitness is known, conditioning environments. Indeed, when the link between types via maternal effects is also critical for the role of hormones in modulating offspring phenotypes. Based on these known correlations among environment perturbation and individual hormonal level and the importance of hormonally mediated maternal effects on life-history traits previously described, the consequences of global changes can have profound impact on individuals and populations at different time scales. Measuring hormone levels (especially glucocorticoids) and their associated influence on physiological and life-history traits of organisms in response to their changed environment can be a successful tool for conservation biologists to predict the population responses to climate change. Understanding the role of hormones in modulating offspring phenotypes via maternal effects is also critical for understanding the potential for species to adapt to changing environments. Indeed, when the link between baseline hormonal level and fitness is known, conservation managers can use hormonal levels to predict and anticipate future problems. But because different hormones can interact to modify life-history traits, it appears important also to study multiple endocrine signals.
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